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War Agenda

World events permitting, I am going to take a few days off.

Many of you write to me asking for financial advice or for explanations of the pros and cons
of  different  investments.  I  don’t  give  financial  advice  and  cannot  answer  such  a  large
number of individual inquiries.  However, I can call to your attention two books that provide
different views from those available in the financial media. The Aftershock Investor by David
Wiedemer, Robert A. Wiedemer, and Cindy S. Spitzer (John Wiley & Sons, 2014) explains the
vulnerabilities of each kind of investment. The Money Bubble by James Turk and John Rubino
(DollarCollapse Press, 2013) explains the possible consequences of the current economic
policies. Both books are directed at a general audience and are readable.
As  I  have  reported  on  several  occasions,  the  US  government  pays  foreign  rulers  to
do Washington’s bidding. There is no such thing as an independent government in the UK,
Europe or Japan. On top of all the other evidence, it has now come to light that the US
Agency for International Development has a large slush fund “where millions are paid to
political  figures  in  foreign  countries.”
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article38253.htm
If you have four hours, watch President Putin’s amazing open press conference with the
Russia people and then try to imagine an American or European leader capable of such a
feat. http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article38254.htm  The Russians have a real
leader. We have two-bit punks.
The Los Angeles Times has acquired its own Judith Miller. His name is Sergei L. Loiko.  An
incompetent Obama regime has botched its takeover of Ukraine with its Kiev coup. The
White House Fool is embarrassed that so many Ukrainians prefer to be part of Russia than
part of Washington’s stooge “freedom and democracy” government in Kiev.  The prostitute
American and European media have thrown the propaganda into overdrive, demonizing
Russia and President Putin, in order to cover up Washington’s blunder.
The latest deception cooked up by Washington or by the anti-semitic neo-nazi Right Sector
in western Ukraine consists of leaflets falsely issued under the name of one of the leaders of
Russian secessionists in eastern Ukraine. The leaflet calls for Jews to sign a registration and
list their property.  However, no such registration office exists. Washington’s ambassador to
Ukraine, Geoffrey Pyatt who assisted Assistant Secretary of State Victoria Nuland in
orchestrating the overthrow of the elected Ukrainian government and installing
Washington’s stooges, declared the leaflets to be “the real deal.”  But the Jewish community
is suspicious and has issued a statement that the leaflet “smells like a provocation.” Jewish
residents of the Russian territories that Soviet leaders added to the Ukraine Soviet Republic
say that anti-semitism has not been a feature of their lives in the Russian speaking areas.
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2014/04/17/jews-ordered-to-register-in-east-ukr
aine/7816951/   See also:
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http://rt.com/news/fake-news-ukraine-russia-364/
Washington  and  the  prostitute  media  are  purveyors  of  misinformation.  Remember,
Washington and its media prostitutes told you that Saddam Hussein had weapons of mass
destruction and was a threat to America. Washington and its media prostitutes told you that
Syria’s President Assad used chemical weapons against his own people. Washington and its
media prostitutes told you that “we are not spying on you.” Remember, the New York Times
sat on the first leak from a top NSA official that Americans were being illegally spied upon
for one year until George W. Bush was safely reelected.  
A government that relies on propaganda cannot be believed about anything. Americans
misinformed by a prostitute media are in no position to protect the US Constitution and their
liberty. Misinformed, they become tyranny’s allies and their own worst enemy.  
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